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APIS

Streamline check-in and automate APIS data capture
In today’s world where traveler safety is paramount, adhering with security APIS requirements often lead to lengthy check-in
queues. The challenge for the airline industry is to balance the security requirements of passenger data collection while providing
travelers an easy and fast customer experience.

The result?

Mobile enabled APIS data capture

APIS

Jumio can help you save passenger check-in time by turning their mobile device or web camera into an ID scanning tool. Our
Netverify® technology intelligently sees, extracts and validates government issued IDs from over 120 countries, and enables you
to meet APIS customer data requirements without your customer ever having to visit a check-in desk or kiosk.

Fast and intuitive
mobile experience
Save passengers time
at the airport

How it works...
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When your customer is in your app
they are offered the option to scan
their passport or ID using their device
camera.

APIS data
capture facilitation
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In less than a second Jumio’s
Netverify extracts relevant customer
data such as name, date of birth,
gender, nationality and passport
number and passes the data to your
systems.
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Jumio authenticates the document
by determining that it is a bonafide,
un-manipulated and legitimate
government-issued ID.
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Once APIS data has been
captured, carriers can issue a
boarding pass to the passenger’s
mobile device so that they don’t
need to queue at check-in.

Mobile check-in and APIS data capture
United Airlines: Global airline carrier
Objective: Meet APIS requirements and streamline mobile check-in

Putting your passport information
in can take a significant amount
of time and it’s something
that creates frustration. We’ve
developed the new function
in partnership with credentials
management company Jumio to
ensure details can be scanned in
easily, safely and securely.

Airlines are now developing their
apps with a view to driving loyalty,
ancillary revenues and a better
customer experience and Jumio
is one of those technologies that
as soon as a consumer tries it
once they’ll want their airlines’s
app to have it as it makes life so
much easier.
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Traveler accesses
United Airlines mobile
app, enters record
locator, and chooses
“Add Passport”

Traveler holds up
Passport within the
frame (no photo
taken or stored)

Data is extracted
almost
instantaneously

Passport
is authenticated

Traveler confirms
itinerary and stores in
Passbook or email

Learn more about how
Jumio helps travel service
providers:
www.jumio.com/travel
Contact: sales@jumio.com

Multi-platform

Multi-device

Easy integration

PCI compliant

